1. LOCATE FIRST HOLE OF BOTTOM ROD WITH THIRD HOLE OF ROD SLIDE.
2. INSERT PIN "A" AT THIS LOCATION. MAKE SURE THAT THIS LOCATION EQUALS DIMENSION SHOWN IN PICTURE BELOW.
3. ROD SLIDE MUST BE CUT SHORTER FOR DEVICE MOUNTING HEIGHTS BELOW 35-5/8".

1. LOCATE FIRST HOLE OF BOTTOM ROD WITH SIXTH HOLE OF ROD SLIDE.
2. INSERT PIN "A" AT THIS LOCATION. MAKE SURE THAT THIS LOCATION EQUALS DIMENSION SHOWN IN PICTURE BELOW.
3. ROD SLIDE MUST BE CUT SHORTER FOR DEVICE MOUNTING HEIGHTS BELOW 38-5/8".

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PRINTER:
1. Black print on brown tag stock 0.010" +/- 0.005" thick.
2. Print both sides.
3. 4" high x 7" wide trim size.